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This CD offers insights into our spiritual nature. Dr. McCarty intertwines amazing new theories and

findings about infant consciousness with heart-warming healing stories of families who have come to her

for guidance. 14 MP3 Songs SPOKEN WORD: Inspirational, SPOKEN WORD: Educational Details: What

Babies Want Audio Interview Series CDs Vol II This audio CD is part of the What Babies Want Audio

Lecture Series about the consciousness of infants. Babies want their parents to keep up with the latest

information about infant development. This lecture series offers cutting edge information about infant

development so that we can better understand and through increased understanding, consciously parent

our children. Produced and Directed by Debby Takikawa. A production of Hana Peace Works. A

production company dedicated to peace through love and understanding. whatbabieswant.com

calmsguide.com Dr. McCarty intertwines amazing new theories and findings about infant consciousness

with heart-warming healing stories of families who have come to her for guidance. This CD is especially

encouraging and supportive of pregnant families and families with young children. "In our world, we see

the increasing thirst for deeper connection with spirit and soul, with the Divine, and with ourselves. I

believe we are now remembering the depth of who we are and we are reawakening to our True Self as

spiritual beings in human experience. We are on our journey home and our ways of welcoming

consciousness from spirit into human form and experience are now ready to evolve." Dr. Wendy Anne

McCarty This CD is a recent interview with Dr. Wendy Anne McCarty in which she talks about the latest

research in Prenatal and Perinatal Psychology and human development. Wendy Anne McCarty PhD, RN

is a leader in the field of prenatal and perinatal psychology and energy psychology. She is co-author,

founding chair, and faculty of the first graduate degree programs in prenatal and perinatal psychology at

the Santa Barbara Graduate Institute. As a leader in the field, she has provided keynote presentations

and continuing education since 1994. Currently she is the program research director of Natural Family

LivingRight from the Start. She has worked with families for over 30 years as an obstetrical nurse,

marriage and family therapist, and prenatal and perinatal therapist for adults, children and babies. Dr.

http://www.dlfiles24.com/get.php?prd=1966080


McCarty has also been involved with consciousness studies and energy work for over two decades. Her

current therapeutic practice incorporates the principles of prenatal and perinatal psychology within an

integrated approach that emphasizes the relationship and integration of spiritual and human aspects of

Self. Author of Being with Babies: What Babies are Teaching Us (1996) and Welcoming Consciousness:

Supporting Babies Wholeness from the Beginning of LifeAn Integrated Model of Early Development

(2004). For more information about Dr. McCarty: wondrousbeginnings.com C
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